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Red Hat Enterprise Linux For
The latest version of Red Hat's flagship Linux operating system is designed to be deployed on the computing edge.
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.4 arrives and take Linux to computing's edge
Red Hat is set to launch a new Linux-based operating system for road vehicles, with a focus squarely on safety and certification.
Red Hat touts safety in future Linux OS for cars
Red Hat on Wednesday concluded its April two-day Summit 2021 Virtual Experience with a hefty list of announcements and presentations by the company's innovative customers driving the latest ...
Red Hat's Virtual Summit Airs Latest Linux Technology
Red Hat, Inc., the world's leading provider of open source solutions, today introduced new capabilities and enhancements to the world’s leading enterpri ...
Red Hat Powers The Next Wave Of Edge Computing With Latest Version Of The World’s Leading Enterprise Linux Platform
Red Hat CEO Paul Cormier has continued his regional virtual tour this week, sharing with media in the Asia Pacific region on Thursday his thoughts on what the work Linus Torvalds has done over the ...
Red Hat boss on Linus Torvalds: 'He's changed the world'
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.4 refines the platform’s role as a lightweight, production grade operating system for edge deployments ...
Red Hat powers the next wave of edge computing
Red Hat has announced the first continuously certified Linux platform for road vehicles, essentially preparing the open-source platform for the modern auto space.
Linux in the Car Gets Major Boost With New Red Hat Announcement
According to the company, this release “refines the platform’s role as a lightweight, production grade operating system for edge deployments, adding new Linux container, deployment and management ...
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.4 to focus on driving edge adoption
Red Hat announced today its plans to deliver a predictable, functional, safe, certified, evolving Linux operating system for the automotive industry. Red Hat made the announcement today at its annual ...
Linux for cars - Red Hat to deliver first continuously certified Linux platform for vehicles
With Red Hat Enterprise Linux 8.4, Red Hat is emphasizing edge computing deployments, with the addition of container deployment and management capabilities geared to edge usage. RHEL 8.4 will become ...
Red Hat Enterprise Linux takes aim at edge computing
Red Hat announced the latest release of its enterprise Linux platform, Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 8.4, during this ...
Red Hat Linux 8.4 announced and powering the next wave of edge computing
Open-source software giant Red Hat Inc. is positioning its flagship operating system as the basis for multiple types of computing workloads at the edge of the network. The company said today the ...
Red Hat extends its focus to the network edge
When enterprise veteran IBM acquired open-source pioneer Red Hat Inc., it seemed like an odd pairing. But despite its legacy credentials, IBM is a long-time supporter of open source. In 2000, Big Blue ...
IBM and Red Hat link legacy and open source to bring consistency across environments
Red Hat, Inc., the world's leading provider of open source solutions, today announced its intent to deliver a functional-safety certified, evolving ...
Red Hat Sets Sights on Delivering the First Continuously Certified Linux Platform for Road Vehicles
We break down the most important Red Hat Summit news and product announcements, including OpenShift updates, Red Hat Enterprise Linux and more.
The 4 Hottest Red Hat Summit News And Announcements
Red Hat CEO Paul Cormier runs the centerpiece of IBM’s transformation hopes. When Big Blue paid $34 billion for his company in 2018, it was because it believed it could be the linchpin of the ...
Red Hat CEO looks to maintain double-digit growth in second year at helm
Red Hat, Inc., the world's leading provider of open source solutions, today announced that it has expanded Red Hat Insights, its predictive ...
Red Hat Reduces Cost and Complexity of Managing Hybrid Clouds with Expanded Red Hat Insights
IBM and Red Hat are combining to develop best practices for interfacing high-performance computing (HPC) schedulers and cloud orchestrators, an effort designed for supercomputers that take advantage ...
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